
AMPLIFICATION OF DACIA’S 
FLOOR TRAFFIC AT THE 
PARIS AUTO SHOW



THE
CHALLENGE
Auto makers have three main goals when present on car shows:

1. Increase traffic to their booth

2. Qualify visitors coming on their booth

3. Make the most relevant follow up (by email and phone) with the goal 

of getting visitors to schedule a test drive and potentially buy a car

Dacia had to find a way to fulfill their first objective not to jeopardize 

the two latter. And that’s precisely what they approached us for when 

preparing their presence at the show.
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OUR 
SOLUTION
We were able to address all three of Dacia’s objectives using only a 

single sharingbox Original. This kept the footprint and scope small. 

The experience created was an animated GIF. The GIFs taken were 

sent by email, printed, and displayed on a massive LED screen right 

above the Dacia booth. This drew a lot of attention to Dacia’s booth, 

and a line of visitors that wanted to take a GIF quickly formed. 
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QUALIFIED
DATA
Once users got to the sharingbox—and before they were able to take a 

GIF—they were asked to answer a few questions on the screen: name, 

ZIP code, phone number, and favorite Dacia car on display. Those 

answers, along with the email address that users entered to receive 

their GIF, allowed our system to instantly send a fully tailored email 

along with the user’s GIFs. 

The email contained a brief history of Dacia, detailed information 

about the car they were most interested in, and a call to action button 

allowing the recipients to book a test drive at the nearest Dacia retailer 

based on the zip code they had provided. 
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REAL
RESULTS
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Over 2,000 groups stopped by the Dacia booth to take a GIF on the 

sharingbox during the Paris Auto Show. 

Not only did sharingbox greatly contribute to increased traffic at the 

booth, we also automated the qualifying process in an entertaining and 

seamless way. We also took advantage of our average 88% email open 

rate to send the users their GIF, a call to action, and a tailored message. 

This automation allowed Dacia to hire three times as less staff than the 

average booth at the Paris Auto Show. They were able to fulfill all three 

goals in an engaging an innovative way. 

Auto manufacturers place the value for contact information of people 

in the market for a vehicle at $150 per person. Using that number, the 

sharingbox activation created a $300,000 value for Dacia.

2,169
GIFs Taken

811
CTAs Clicked

7,222
Email Views
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